
                                                                BRIDGES   

Some years ago my daughter asked me if I would take some photos of bridges as we travelled on our narrowboat, as 

she needed some for a project she was doing with her pupils. We were going from Kings Bromley to Stoke on Trent 

on the Trent and Mersey Canal, about 26 miles, then on to the Caldon Canal, which runs  to Froghall, a distance of 17 

miles, with a 3 mile branch to Leek. These are some of those photographs. 

This bridge at Mossley, near Rugeley, is for no purpose other than to connect a single farm, on the right, to the road. 

It will be an original to the canal, with most probably only a low wall on the pathway, hence the more recent fencing. 

The electrical ducting suggests the farm is fairly isolated, although it was overshadowed by a power station. I think 

this is a very inviting view:-   

                                 

 

This rather dominating bridge carries a railway line feeding Rugeley Power Station, which branches off the line which 

passes over the bridge in the background. The difference in the shape of the two arches perhaps indicates the use of 

different building materials (and quite possibly 100 years between their construction):- 

                                 -  

 

 



 

 

Just a couple of miles further on is the bridge of the newly built Rugeley By-Pass, using brick this time, to rather 

pleasing effect:- 

                                  

 

 

A more rural, traditional canal follows Rugeley. This bridge appears on a map to be entirely isolated, with not even 

the suggestion of a footpath, so was probably built in 1776 in order that the canal could be built through someone’s 
land. The same brick is used as in the other older bridges, but clearly at some time the top courses have had to be 

replaced:- 

                                 

(I use this picture as my screen saver. It says all you need to know about narrowboating.) 

 



 

 

At Colwich Lock this small bridge, which connects only the tow-path on the left to the village on the right, would also 

be original to the canal construction in 1774-77. 

                              

 

 

Being so close to the lock would have made rope handling difficult in the days of horse drawn barges, the rope 

having to be passed over the bridge, and this close-up shows a rail used to protect the ropes from chafing or 

damaging the coping stones. It runs along the top of the bridge from the towpath side to the centre only, then raised 

which would have allowed the rope to be lifted away more easily:- 

 

                              

                                                         

 

 



 

 

 

At Great Haywood there is a major junction where the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal sets off for 

Birmingham, and for the River Severn at Stourport, with the T and M continuing to The River Weaver and Mersey 

navigations. The original brickwork has had a few repairs in it’s time 

 

                        

 

and this picture shows the towpath as it passes over the bridge. It was certainly made for horseshoes rather than 

summer shoes:- 

                       

 



Where the bridge was only used for the operation of the lock two sections not quite meeting provided a slot through 

which the rope could pass, so the horse did not have to be unhitched. In this example, bridge 76 - Hoo Mill Bridge - 

has the towpath passing through it, so the horse could walk through, then up onto the lock-side. You can just make 

out the shiny metal strip along the edge of the stones to protect the rope as the horse pulled the barge into the lock. 

As the boat slid into the lock the rope was passed through the slit in the bridge, then the horse waited till the lock 

filled, and the upper gates opened, before setting off again:- 

                          

  

 This next is hardly a bridge at all, but is used for lock operation. I imagine it replaced an earlier structure once horses 

were no longer used, since although it has a slit down the middle, the railings would negate passing a rope through. 

This is Sandon Lock. The small shelter on the left houses ‘stop planks’, which slide down into slots in bridge masonry 

to seal off the canal, should there be a breach, to reduce the amount of water lost.   

 

                                 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Passing through Stone, and into Stoke on Trent. This picture is nothing to do with the bridge on the right, but was 

taken at our Stoke moorings outside the Etruria Industrial Museum. The red light is a distant Tesco, to remind us that 

‘getting away from it all’ is not so easy. 

 

 

  

 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

As you climb out of Stoke you arrive at Etruria Staircase lock, which has a footbridge, hardly a ‘proper’ bridge but is 
shown here because it does illustrate the 19ft 3ins rise of these 2 staircase locks. At this point the water on the other 

side of the gate will be lapping the top of the gate:- 

                                        

 

 

The view from above shows how precarious it could be:- 

                                        

 

 

 

 



Shortly after that, passing through Hanley Park, is an ornate iron bridge………………………… 

                        

……………… before a stark modern pedestrian bridge which is designed to look as if one end is not supported:- 

 

 

                                                      

 



 

Next is the dreaded Ivy House Bridge, N
o
 11, an electrically operated lift bridge. The boater (or more usually, the 

boater’s wife) has to stop the traffic on a fairly busy local road before pressing buttons in a sequence to lower the 

street barriers then raise the bridge. As always when holding up traffic, it seems to take ages for the bridge to rise, 

the boat to navigate through, and the whole process reversed before the street barriers rise, letting the 5 or 6 cars 

each way go on their way, while said wife scuttles back to the boat glad to be back out of the limelight. When you 

are boating, these clashes with road traffic seem very intrusive:- 

                                 

 

 

Stoke left behind, a much more rural setting for Long Butts manual lift bridge. These accommodation bridges are 

operated from the off (non-towpath) side (to allow a horse to tow a boat through without being unhitched) so are 

very difficult for single boaters:- 

                                        

 

 

 



A couple of miles further on is the junction where the Leek Branch joins the Caldon Canal. The Leek Branch (coming 

in from the right here) was built in 1797, 21 years after main canal, as a navigable feeder from the canal companies’ 
new reservoir, Rudyard Lake. This bridge is very reminiscent of the Midlands canal bridges and as it’s dated 1849 (53 

years later) must presumably have been imported to replace the original:- 

                              

  

 Taking the branch to Leek takes the Canal through a short 130 yd long tunnel, which has no towpath, and an 

unusual profile:- 

                                                                  



 

Returning to the main line, down three locks will bring you to Cheddleton, with this warehouse straddling the canal:  

 

                               . 

 

The final few miles are very rural and peaceful, and the beautifully named Cherryeye Bridge seems to encapsulate 

that perfectly:- 

  

                 

 

 Roger Emerson 


